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63' (19.00m)   2013   Hatteras   GT63
SAN JUAN    Puerto Rico

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Hatteras
Engines: 2 CAT Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: C32 Cruise Speed: Knots
Engine HP: 1800 Max Speed: Knots
Beam: 20' 0" Cabins/Heads: 4 / 3
Max Draft: 5' 0" Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: 270 G ( L) Fuel: 1900 G ( L)

$2,200,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Saltwater Fishing
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2013
Beam: 20' (6.10m)
Max Draft: 5' (1.52m)
LOA: 63' (19.00m)
Cabins: 4
Heads: 3

Knots
Knots
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Hull Warranty: 5 years

Fuel Tank: 1900 gal Fresh Water: 270 gal
Holding Tank: 150 gal Builder: HATTERAS
HIN/IMO: HATHB408H213

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
CAT
C32
Inboard
1800HP
1342.26KW
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 3347
Serial #: null
Location: Port

Engine 2
CAT
C32
Inboard
1800HP
1342.26KW
Hours: 3347
Serial #: null
Location: Starboard
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Summary/Description

For Sale

2013 HATTERAS GT63!!!

Turn key ready. This GT63 has many custom arrangements needed for fishing and Cruising.  Master stateroom closet
enlarged, aft bunk lower bed enlarged, bow VIP stateroom has the standard queen bed but was added a bunk to port
and stbd which is the same size as the bunks on the forward bunk room.  The island in the galley was rotated to have
the stools facing aft of the galley. Pop-up tv with wine and cocktail glasses storage on the front. Custom Rod Storage
locker.  The spacious cockpit with mezzanine seating with recently upholster cushions, takes fishing days to another
level of comfort. It has been meticulously maintained and has been shown at the Hatteras display during boat shows,
since it shows NEW!!

 

Galley

Optional 3rd Refrig/freezer drawers.

Galley Island rotation for stools to be aft (ideal for fishing looking back, and dinner with extra guests facing the dinette)

Pop-up Samsung TV 

Custom glass storage front of TV

Surround sound BAR

Granite counter top throughout 

 

 

Accommodations
stad 4/3 layout with custom work
Custom Rod storage locker on companion way
Enlarged bottom bunk on aft bunk room
Enlarged Mater closet
VIP under bed drawers
VIP bunks on each side without interrupting the queen size bed

Engine Room
CAT C32 @ 1800hp with extended warranty and the 2000hrs service done in May 2017.
2 ONAN Generators 21.5kw
2 Fresh water pumps plumed and wired
2 AC pumps
Eskimo ice machine
Water maker
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Pneumatic air/door compressor 
Service head

Flybridge
2 Murray Helm chairs
4 heavy duty Teaser reels
Air Conditioned
4 sided enclosure for long trips
Optional Freezer
Teak ladder back removable/rotating on bench seats
Custom faucet
Fresh water connection 
Fusion stereo with JL speakers
 

Electronics

CAT Displays upgrade

2 Garmin 7215 Display on Flybridge

1 Garmin on cockpit next to mezzanine

1 Garmin on tuna tower

2 Icom VHF with additional 3 remote stations (cockpit, tower, Salon)

KVH satellite antenna

Autopilot on fly and tuna tower (new 2017)

BOW Thruster

Cameras in engine room and salon

 

 

 

Notable Upgrades
Whisper Grey Hull Color with custom color water line
Teak on cockpit and mezzanine
Electric Grill top of tackle center
24V (2) connectors for electric reels
Glendening cable on both sides
Gaff storage on both sides of cockpit
Underwater lights (3) lumishore multicolor installed 2017 PLUS the 2 sea vision
optional from factory
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Mezzanine cushions reworked JUNE 2017 NEW
JL speakers upgraded 2018
Murray Bros fighting chair with rocket launcher
PipeWelders custom transom ladder with storage bag.
Exterior Details

This premium sportfishing convertible is superior to other boats in its class thanks to its elegant Carolina styling, fine
seakeeping qualities, swift performance, and the pedigree of build that has made the Hatteras brand the gold standard
among serious offshore anglers.

At heart, the GT63 is a showcase of the style that has resonated so well with convertible fans. Hatteras updated the look
of the Carolina-style boat by taking styling cues from the classics to create a forward-thinking design. That style is
marked by aggressive bow flare, a long and low foredeck, a sleek deckhouse and tumblehome aft — an artful element
not common on convertibles in this size range. Lines are enhanced with optional teak accents more typically found on
custom builds.

The brisk pace is in part due to the way Hatteras slashed weight from the hull with its proven resin-infusion process. The
technique produces a more uniform structure with a superior glass-to-resin ratio that also makes for a stronger structure
and more precise fit of bulkheads and stringers. To simplify operation and reduce weight, the GT63 adopts a single
integral fuel tank that’s built to ABS specifications. Because it’s mounted down the centerline, it makes for better
performance since the longitudinal center of gravity moves aft as the boat burns fuel.

The GT63 is a best-in-class tournament convertible, and its cockpit is proof of that. It’s sized and equipped to meet the
high standards of the most experienced crews, with addition to clever stowage for everything from tackle and rods to
gaffs.  Passenger comfort is key in a top-notch cockpit too, so Hatteras engineered a mezzanine seat with a sloped
backrest that can make a long run in choppy seas feel like a luxury ride. The ladder from the mezzanine leads to the
open bridge, which features a center console helm and ample seating and storage forward.

Manufacturer Provided Description

The Hatteras GT63 is a premium convertible designed to be superior to other boats in its class thanks to its elegant
styling, fine seakeeping qualities, 41-knot top-end speed, and the pedigree build that has made Hatteras the gold
standard among yachtsmen around the globe. The interior accommodations found in the GT63 are not only more
spacious, but are designed with a level of sophistication not often found in a convertible. Larger window framing allows
for better views, and beautifully combined wall coverings and exotic woods create a more open layout while continuing
to provide a warm and luxurious environment.The GT63 will receive as much attention offshore as it does at the dock
thanks to its riveting performance.

Interior Details

The interior represents an evolution for Hatteras. Its large salon and island galley are unrivaled, providing a comfortable
space for relaxation, cooking and improved traffic flow. By eliminating the use of boxy window frames around the
windows, the GT63 achieves a 270-degree view from the salon deck. Exquisitely crafted built-in furniture is arranged to
create a space that feels big and bright, and also makes it easy for passengers to take in the scenery from any seat. A
smartly designed island counter is the central focus of the galley design. This feature improves traffic flow and increases
cabinet space. Add the optional bar stools, and it becomes a great work area as well as the perfect place to host more
guests for dinner.

Sleeping accommodations are forward of the galley and feature a standard four-stateroom, three-head arrangement.
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The luxuriously appointed master stateroom features a queen-sized double berth along with a large built-in dresser,
matching nightstands, and full-length hanging locker. Forward is a beautifully designed master head with same detailed
woodwork and cabinetry found throughout the vessel. In the bow, the VIP stateroom can be configured for a large double
berth, or a separate V-berth arrangement. The VIP also has its own private head. On the portside are two bunkrooms
separated by the day head. An over-under arrangement in each room allows for comfortable accommodations for crew
or guests. Multiple options are available to allow owners the ability to customize the layout to meet their specific needs.

Like all Hatteras yachts, the GT63 is engineered with our trademark propulsion, electrical, and mechanical systems,
which are the most robust in the industry. The GT63 is designed to provide best-in-class performance while maintaining
the same legendary ride and durability that built the Hatteras brand.

Disclaimer
The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate
such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal
without notice.
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Manufacturer Provided Image  
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Manufacturer Provided Image: Standard Arrangement   Standard Arrangement
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